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Abstract. Non-interference properties are an important class of security prop-
erties. Many different non-interference properties have been presented based on
different underlying models including the process algebraic languages. Usually,
in specifying the non-interference properties using process algebraic languages,
a specific semantic equivalence is introduced. Though weak bisimulation based
non-interference properties have been studied extensively, it is not always satis-
factory. This paper considers the topic on pursuing a probably more suitable se-
mantic equivalence for specifying the non-interference properties. We find several
alternatives, e.g., should testing equivalence, impossible future equivalence and
possible future equivalence, etc. As another topic in the paper, based on the struc-
tural operational semantics, we suggest a compositional rule format, the SISNNI
format, for an impossible future equivalence based non-interference property, i.e.,
the SISNNI property. We show that the SISNNI property is compositional in any
SISNNI languages, i.e., languages in the SISNNI format.

Keywords: semantic equivalences, rule format, non-interference, computer
security.

1 Introduction

To verify whether a system satisfies certain information flow property [1], a formal de-
scription of this property is necessary. Non-interference is proposed as a formal descrip-
tion of the information flow property. Though practical systems are usually designed to
be with multi-level security [9], they may be simply represented as two-level systems
[1,11]. Based on two level systems, the non-interference properties guarantee that a
high level user should not interfere with the low level user.

Practical systems are modeled with various mathematical models, and thus non-
interference properties should have totally different representations [8]. Besides, even in
a given mathematical model, several information flow properties are always available.
In this paper, we will focus on those properties based on process algebraic languages.
We suppose three specific operators, i.e., the hiding operator of CSP and the parallel
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composition operator and restriction operator of CCS, since they have been used in the
formal characterizations of some information flow properties.

In [1] and [7], many information flow properties have been proposed based on the
variants of CCS and CSP, respectively. We only concern those properties in [1]. On
one hand, NNI (Non-determinism Non Interference) is proposed as a direct translation
of the Non Interference, which requires that for each trace � of the given system p,
there exists another trace Æ with the same subsequence of low level actions and without
high inputs [1]. However, it is not satisfactory when synchronous communications are
considered, and therefore lead to another property, named SNNI (Strong NNI). On the
other hand, NDC (Non-Deducibility on Compositions) says that a low level user sees
of the system is not modified by composing any high level process to the system.

As an extension to these properties, two strengthened properties are proposed to
make the above properties suitable for the dynamic context. P-NDC (Persistent NDC)
requires that each reachable state should satisfy the NDC property, and likewise, SSNNI
(Strong SNNI) requires that each reachable state should satisfy the SNNI property.

Furthermore, observing that the above properties are all based on weak trace equiv-
alence, they may be further promoted by other finer weak equivalences, such as the
testing equivalence and the weak bisimulation. Therefore, several weak bisimulation
based properties, e.g., BNNI (Bisimulation NNI), BSNNI (Bisimulation SNNI), SB-
SNNI (Strong BSNNI), BNDC (Bisimulation NDC) and P-BNDC (Persistent BNDC),
have been proposed in [1].

We will show in the paper that, weak bisimulation is not always satisfactory, because
it requires that two related processes have the same branching structures, which is not
needed for the non-interference. In fact, a counterexample will be put forward to illus-
trate that a trivially secure process will be deemed to be insecure if weak bisimulation
based non-interference properties are applied.

Based on this observation, we suggest a criterion to make clear what semantic equiv-
alences are suitable for the non-interference properties. Then, several semantic equiv-
alences are suggested to be more suitable than weak bisimulation, e.g., should testing
equivalence [2], impossible future equivalence [26,25] and possible future equivalence
[3].

As an example, we will take impossible future equivalence into consideration, and
propose the non-interference properties based on it. These properties include INNI
(Impossible-future NNI), ISNNI (Impossible-future SNNI), SISNNI (Strong ISNNI),
INDC (Impossible-future NDC) and P-INDC (Persistent INDC).

After that, we will show the compositional results of the SISNNI property by propos-
ing a rule format for it. Any languages observing the rule format will be compositional
for the SISNNI property, i.e., if all subprocesses hold the SISNNI property, then the
composite process will also hold the SISNNI property.

Rule format is a concept coming from the structural operational semantics (SOS).
SOS [12] have been widely used in defining the meanings of the operators in various
process algebraic language, such as CCS [13] and ACP [19]. Transition System Specifi-
cations (TSSs) [16], which borrowed from logic programming, form a theoretical basis
for SOS. By imposing some syntactic restrictions on TSS, one can retrieve so-called
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rule formats. From a specified rule format, one may deduce some interesting proper-
ties, within which two properties are concerned in the paper.

On one hand, rule format guarantees the congruence of some equivalence. As stated
in [20], equivalence relation � is congruent on some TSS, if � satisfies the compatibility
property, which states that, for any n-ary function symbol f in the TSS and processes
pi� qi, if pi � qi for 1 � i � n then f (p1� ���� pn) � f (q1� ���� qn). On the other hand, rule
format guarantees the compositionality of some property. A property � is compositional
on some TSS if f (p1� ���� pn) satisfies property � when f is any n-ary function symbol
in the TSS and processes pi satisfies property � for 1 � i � n. We will use language as
an alias of the TSS.

Up to now, some rule formats have been presented to be congruence format for se-
mantic equivalences, for examples, GSOS format [21] and ntyft/nxyft format [17] have
been proved to be congruent on the strong bisimulation, de Simone [18] format was
proved to be congruent on the failure equivalence, and so on. On the other hand, Tini
[11] have proposed rule formats, e.g., rooted SBSNNI format and P-BNDC format, to
be compositional formats for the SBSNNI property and P-BNDC property, respectively.
The readers are referred to Mousavi, Reniers and Groote [14] for a latest review on the
rule formats.

The authors have proposed a rule format, i.e., the weak �-failure format, to be a
congruence format for the impossible future equivalence [6]. In this paper, we will prove
that, if we make a clear cut on the observable actions into high level actions and low
level actions, and restrict that the high level actions (resp. the low level actions) cannot
interplay with the low level actions (resp. the high level actions) in any transition rule,
then the weak �-failure format is also a compositional format for the SISNNI property.

The structure of this paper is as follows. The next section will provide some pre-
liminaries on the process algebraic languages and the SOS, and make a division on the
observable actions into high level actions and low level actions. Section 3 will make a
review on several non-interference properties. In Section 4, we will make a discussion
on what make an weak equivalence suitable for the non-interference properties and then
present several alternatives for the weak bisimulation. Section 5 will discuss along the
canonical way the properties based on impossible future equivalence, which is proved
to be one of the suitable alternative weak equivalences. Then, in Section 6, we will
propose the SISNNI format and prove that it is a compositional format for the SISNNI
property. Finally, we will conclude the paper in Section 7.

2 Preliminaries on Process Algebraic Languages

Let Act denote a set of names which will be used to label on events and Act� be the set
of all action sequences. We usually use a� b� ��� to range over the actions in Act, and use
A� B� ��� to range over the sets of actions in Act. � is generally used to denote the internal
actions which can not be observed by the outer world, and we use �� �� ��� to range over
the actions in Act����. Æ� 	� �� ��� is to range over the sequences of actions. 
 is to range
over the sets of sequences. p� q� ��� will be used to represent processes. Besides, � � ��.
N is the set of natural numbers and � is the cardinality of N.
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Basically, presenting a set of syntactic constructions is the first step to define a pro-
cess algebraic languages, e.g., CCS, CSP and ACP.

Definition 2.1 [15]. Let V � �x1� x2� ���� be a set of variables. A signature � is a collec-
tion of function symbols f � V equipped with a function ar : � � N. The set T(�)
of terms over a signature � is defined recursively by: 1) V � T(�); 2) if f � � and
t1� ���� tar( f ) � T(�), then f (t1� ���� tar( f )) � T(�).

A term c() is abbreviated as c. For t � T(�), var(t) denotes the set of variables that occur
in t. T(�) is the set of closed terms over �, i.e., the terms p � T(�) with var(p) � 	. A
term is an open term if it is not a closed term. A � substitution � is a mapping from V
to T(�).

In the paper, we will use p� q� ��� to range over the closed terms, and call them
processes.

As stated in the introduction, we require that three previously-defined operators, i.e.,
the hiding operator of CSP, the restriction operators and parallel composition operator
of CCS, are in the language, because they have been used in [1] to characterize some
non-interference properties which will be discussed in the paper. Therefore, the syntax
of a language may be:

p ::� p
A � pA � p�p � ���, where A � Act is a set of observable actions.
SOS has been widely accepted as a tool to define operational semantics of processes.

TSSs are a formalization of SOS [12]. The readers are referred to Aceto, Fokkink and
Verhoef [15] for a comprehensive review on SOS.

Definition 2.2. A positive �-literal is an expression t
��� t� and a negative �-literal is

an expression t
�
� with t� t� � T(�) and � � Act � ���. A transition rule over � is an

expression of the form H
C with H a set of � literals (the premises of the rule) and C

a positive �-literal (the conclusion). The left- and right-hand side of C are called the
source and the target of the rule, respectively. Moreover, if r � H

C then let ante(r) � H
and cons(r) � C.

A TSS, written as (�� � ), consists of a signature � and a set � of transition rules over
�. A TSS is positive if the premises of its rules are positive. In the paper, we often use
language as an alias of the TSS.

Here, as an example, the rules for the restriction operator, the hiding operator and
the parallel composition operator are as follows.

pA : p
��� p�

pA
��� p�A

� � A
p

a�� p�

pA
��� p�A

a � A

p
A : p
��� p�

p
A ��� p�
A
� � A

p�q : p
��� p�

p�q ��� p��q
q

��� q�

p�q ��� p�q�
p

a�� p�� q
b�� q�

p�q ��� p��q�
(a� b) � f

where (a� b) � f means that actions a and b may communicate synchronously.
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Following it, the labeled transition systems (LTSs) are to be defined. LTSs are stan-
dard semantic models for the various process algebraic languages, and in fact, each
process has an equivalent LTS by the help of the transition rules.

Definition 2.3. Let � be a signature. A transition relation over � is a relation Tr �
T(�)Act� ��� T(�). Element (p� �� p�) of a transition relation is written as p

��� p�.

Thus a transition relation over � can be regarded as a set of closed positive �-literals
(transitions).

Definition 2.4. A labeled transition system (LTS) is a triple (T�Tr� Act����), where T is
the set of processes, i.e., the set of closed terms, and Tr is the transition relation defined
as above.

After assigning the processes their corresponding LTSs by SOS, a natural topic is to
decide whether two processes with different syntactic expressions are equivalent. Cer-
tainly, two processes with isomorphic LTSs should be deemed to be equivalent, which
forms the so-called tree equivalence. However, tree equivalence may be too strong for
practical uses. Therefore, various semantic equivalences weaker than tree equivalence
are presented for different aims. The readers are referred to Glabbeek [3,4] for compre-
hensive reviews on semantic equivalences.

A common characterization of the equivalences is that, any semantics of some pro-
cess p can be characterized denotationally by a function �(p), which constitute the
observable behaviors of p [3]. Therefore, the equivalence �� can be defined by p ��
q �� �(p) � �(q).

Here, as an example, we present the definition of weak trace equivalence. Other
equivalences used in the paper will be introduced whenever they are mentioned.

For an action sequence Æ � �1����n, if there exists p1� ���� pn � T(�) such that p
�1��

p1
�2�� ���

�n�� pn, then we call Æ a trace of p, denoted as p
Æ�� or p

�1�� ���
�n��.

In weak semantics, the weak transition relations and the weak traces also need to

be defined. Let p be a process, we write p
a
�� iff p

�
�

�� a�� �
�

��, where �� denotes any
number of internal transitions. Hence, for an observable action sequence Æ � a1���an,

p
Æ

�� iff p
a1
�� ���

an
��.

Definition 2.5. Let p� q be two processes and set � (p) � �Æ � Act�H �p
Æ

��� be the
set of all trace of p. Then, p and q are weak trace equivalent, denoted as p �t q, iff
� (p) � � (q).

For a given equivalence, one of the most frequently-asked problems is whether or not
it can be preserved under some frequently-used operators, such as prefixing, choice,
parallel composition, etc., in classical process algebraic languages like CCS [13], CSP
[27] and ACP [19]. Generally, there exist two ways to deal with this problem: the first
one is to prove the congruence properties of these operators one by one. It is a straight-
forward and intuitive way, but may be somewhat clumsy. The second one is to pursue a
rule format for this specified equivalence. And the given equivalence can be preserved
under any operator in this format.
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Definition 2.6. Let � be a signature. A context C(x1� ���� xn) of n holes over � is simply
a term in T(�) in which n variables occur, each variable only once. If t1� ���� tn are terms
over �, then C(t1� ���� tn) denotes the term obtained by substituting t1 for the first variable
occurring in C, t2 for the second variable occurring, etc. If x1� ���� xn are all different
variables, then C(x1� ���� xn) denotes a context of n holes in which xi is the ith occurring
variable.

In the following, we give the definition on the congruence of an equivalence in a
language.

Definition 2.7. Let� � (�� � ) be a language. An equivalence relation � is congruent in
language � iff �i � �1� ���� n� : pi � qi �� C(p1� ���� pn) � C(q1� ���� qn) for any context
C(x1� ���� xn) of n holes in language �, where pi and qi are closed terms, i.e., processes,
over �.

In fact, a congruence format is to make restrictions on the syntax and rules to guarantee
that, in a given language satisfying this format, the given equivalence will be congruent.

Likewise, we can define the compositionality of some property in a language.

Definition 2.8. Let� � (�� � ) be a language. A property� is compositional in language
� iff �i � �1� ���� n� : pi � � �� C(p1� ���� pn) � �, for any context C(x1� ���� xn) of n holes
in language �, where pi � � means that pi satisfies the property �.

A compositional format is to make restrictions on the syntax and rules to guarantee that,
in a given language satisfying this format, the given property will be compositional.

For the application of the above process algebraic theory in specifying the non-
interference properties, two kinds of partitions on the observable actions are necessary:

1) Set Act is to be separated into two disjoint sets ActH and ActL in order to divide
clearly the observable actions into two levels. And, we have Act � ActH � ActL. This
division comes from an idea that the users will be classified into two classes, High and
Low.

2) Set Act is to be separated into two disjoint sets � and � in order to divide clearly
the functions of each action into a output action or an input action. Similarly, we need
Act � � � �.

Finally, function purgeL(Æ) takes a trace Æ and returns an action sequence with all Low
actions removed.

3 Several Related Non-interference Properties

In this section, we will simply review several non-interference properties presented in
the seminal paper of Focardi and Gorrieri [1].

Definition 3.1 [1]. Let p be a process.

1) p �NNI�� (p
IActH)ActH �t pActH , where p
IActH is defined as p
(ActH��).
2) p � SNNI (Strong NNI) �� pActH �t p
ActH.
3) p � NDC �� �q � TH : pActH �t (p�q)
ActH.
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Proposition 3.2 [1]. SNNI � NNI, NDC � SNNI.

The above three properties are based on the weak trace equivalence. And if substituting
the weak trace equivalence with other weak equivalences, we may have three corre-
sponding non-interference properties. But, the relations between them maybe will not
be akin to Proposition 3.2 yet. For example, the properties based on the weak bisimula-
tion BNNI, BSNNI and BNDC will be in the following relation.

Proposition 3.3 [1]. BNDC � BNNI, BNDC � BSNNI, BNNI � BSNNI and BSNNI
� BNNI.

However, these properties may not be used in the dynamic contexts [10]. Therefore, one
more promotion can be made on them.

Definition 3.4 [10,28]. Let p be a process.

1) p � SBSNNI iff, for all �� p� : p
�

�� p�, we have p� � BSNNI.

2) p � P-BNDC iff, for all �� p� : p
�

�� p�, we have p� � BNDC.

4 What Semantic Equivalences Are Suitable

In this section, we will make a discussion on one of the main topics in the paper,
i.e., what semantic equivalences are suitable for the non-interference properties. The
first two subsections come from the works of Focardi and Gorrieri [1] which inter-
pret the reason why weak bisimulation is chosen as the specific weak equivalence for
non-interference properties in their works. Then, in the third subsection, we will give
a counterexample to show that the weak bisimulation is not always satisfactory. This
situation makes us consider the actual requirements for a given weak equivalence to be
suitable and therefore propose a criterion in the fourth subsection. Then, in the follow-
ing several subsections, we will seek for several suitable weak equivalences.

4.1 Weak Trace Equivalence vs. Testing Equivalence

Focardi and Gorrieri [1] have discussed the different performances of these two equiva-
lences when defining the non-interference properties, and claimed that, compared with
the weak trace equivalence, testing equivalence is more suitable for non-interference
due to its ability in detecting the high level deadlocks. They presented an example to
show that, if there exist high level deadlocks, low level user may deduce information
from the high level user and make the information flow insecure.

Weak trace equivalence has been defined in Section 2 and, to ease the following
discussion, we will also give the definition of the testing equivalence.

Testing equivalence is a combination of the may testing equivalence and the must
testing equivalence, which are two important testing-theoretical equivalences in the
testing theory firstly proposed by Nicola and Hennessy [5]. Tests are processes with
a special action

�
to denote the successful termination. The way testing a process p is

to synchronize p with a test t on all observable actions except for
�

, denoted as p�t in
the CCS terms or p��Actt in the CSP terms. Then, various testing theoretical equivalences
are defined based on the necessity of the presence of the successful termination in p�t.
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In defining the must testing equivalence, a notion named maximal run needs to be
introduced beforehand. A maximal run of a transition system is a sequence of states

(pi�ti)0�i�n for n � N � ��� such that pi�ti
�i�1�� pi�1�ti�1 for all 0 � i � n � 1 and if n � �

then �� � Act � ��� : (pn�tn)
���.

Definition 4.1.1 [2]. Let p� q be two processes and t be a test.

1) p may t iff �Æ � Act� : p�t Æ
�

��.

2) p must t iff, for all maximal runs (pi�ti)i�n : (p�t � p0�t0) implies �i � n : pi�ti
�
��.

Moreover, p and q are may (resp. must) testing equivalence, denoted as p �may q
(resp. p �must q) , iff, for all tests t, p may (resp. must) t implies q may (resp. must)
t, and vice versa. And p and q are testing equivalence, denoted as p �test q, iff they
are both may testing equivalence and must testing equivalence, i.e., p �test q � p �may

q � p �must q.

4.2 Testing Equivalence vs. Weak Bisimulation

The defect of testing equivalence has also been pointed out that it may falsely deem all
systems with high level loops insecure. This defect forms one of the main attacks made
by Focardi and Gorrieri, and then they turn to the weak bisimulation. The other reason
is that the weak bisimulation may be checked in polynomial time with respect to the
number of the states in the LTSs, but for the testing equivalence, it may be PSPACE
complete.

Definition 4.2.1. A relation R � TT is a weak bisimulation if (p� q) � R implies, for
all � � Act � ���,

1) if p
��� p�, then there exists q� such that q

�

�

�� q� and (p�� q�) � R, and

2) if q
��� q�, then there exists p� such that p

�

�

�� p� and (p�� q�) � R,

where q
�

�

�� q� stands for q
�

�� q� if � � Act and q
�
�

�� q� if � � �.

4.3 Weak Bisimulation Is Not Always Satisfactory

However, though the weak-bisimulation-based non-interference properties, such as
BNNI, BSNNI and BNDC, etc., have better performance than those based on trace
equivalence and testing equivalence, they are not always satisfactory. The reason is that
if two processes are weak bisimulated then their corresponding LTSs have the same
branching structures. But on the other hand, non-interference cares little on the branch-
ing structures of processes, because a low level user cannot deduce anything from the
branching structure of a give LTS. Therefore, the requirement on the branching struc-
tures may make the weak bisimulation too strong for specifying the non-interference
properties.

In fact, we may construct a system to be secure by intuitiveness but may be falsely
deemed to be insecure by the weak simulation based non-interference properties. It can
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Fig. 1. Weak bisimulation may be too strong in characterizing the non-interference properties

be verified that the process p in Figure 1 does not satisfy the BSNNI, BNDC, SBSNNI
properties, because pActH �ws p
ActH . However, it is secure if the only high level
action h1 is just a high level output action.

On the other hand, p will satisfy the corresponding non-interference properties based
on impossible future equivalence, should testing equivalence or possible future equiva-
lence, which care less branching structures than the weak bisimulation. We will intro-

duce them in the following subsections. In fact, in Figure 1, �p�� Æ : p
Æ

�� p�, we have
p�ActH �shd p�
ActH , p�ActH �i f p�
ActH and p�ActH �p f p�
ActH.

4.4 Criterions

Based on the above observations, we may have a general criterion in seeking a suitable
semantic equivalence as the underlying equivalence for characterizing non-interference
properties. In fact, this equivalence is expected to

1) deal with high level deadlocks as the testing equivalence does,
2) deal with high level loops in a fair way as the weak bisimulation,
3) be decidable in polynomial time in case that the LTSs have only finite states and

labels, and
4) be compositional on the hiding operator, the restriction operator and the parallel

composition operator.

It is trivial that the weak bisimulation meets these criterions, but as we have argued
in the preceding subsection, it may be too strong in some cases. Therefore, we want to
find several alternatives.

4.5 From Testing Equivalence to Acceptance Testing

Leveling with the above criterions, we may find that the testing equivalence can only
satisfy the first clause. The fact that it does not satisfy the second clause has been stated
in Section 4.2, the fact that it does not satisfy the third clause has been pointed out in
[1], and the fact that it does not satisfy the fourth clause has been shown by several
papers including the authors [2,24,6].

In fact, the reason that the testing equivalence does not satisfy the second and the
third clause exists in the maximal run of must testing equivalence. It is the maximal run
that makes the internal loops catastrophic [2].
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Definition 4.5.1. Let p� q be two processes and t be a test. p acc t iff, for all � � Act�

and for all p��t� with p�t �

�� p��t�, there must exist a � Act � ��� such that p��t� a
��.

Moreover, p and q are acceptance testing equivalence, denoted as p �acc q, iff, for all
tests t, p acc t implies q acc t, and vice versa.

In fact, from the above definition, we find that, after excluding the concept of max-
imal runs from its definition, acceptance testing equivalence can deal with the internal
loops in a fair way that the internal transitions may be executed an arbitrary but only
finite number of times.

4.6 From Acceptance Testing to Should Testing

We have observed that the acceptance testing equivalence, or failure equivalence, may
not be invariant under the hiding operator of CSP, which makes them not be the equiv-
alence what we are seeking for. In [2], Rensink and Vogler have proposed the should
testing equivalence to amend the defect of the acceptance testing equivalence.

Definition 4.6.1. Let p� q be two processes and t be a test. p shd t iff, for all � � Act�

and for all p��t� with p�t �

�� p��t�, there must exist Æ � Act� such that p��t� Æ
�

��.

Moreover, p and q are should testing equivalent, denoted as p �shd q, iff, for all tests t,
p shd t implies q shd t, and vice versa.

4.7 Several Other Alternatives

Two other possible alternatives will be presented in this subsection. We will show their
relationships with the should testing equivalence and the weak bisimulation.

Definition 4.7.1. (��
) � Act�  �(Act�) is a weak impossible future pair of process

p iff there exists some p� such that p
�

�� p� and 
 � � (p�) � 	. The set of all weak
impossible future pairs of process p is called the weak impossible future of p, denoted
by �� (p).

For any two processes p and q, they are weak impossible future equivalent, denoted as
p �i f q, iff �� (p) � �� (q).

Definition 4.7.2 (��
) � Act�  �(Act�) is a weak possible future pair of process p iff

there exists some p� such that p
�

�� p��
 � � (p�). The set of all weak possible future
pairs of process p is called the weak possible future of p, denoted as �� (p).

Moreover, for any two processes p and q, they are weak possible future equivalent,
denoted as p �p f q, iff �� (p) � �� (q).

Proposition 4.7.3. Let p and q be two processes. p �wb q �� p �p f q �� p �i f q ��
p �shd q.

4.8 Semantic Lattice

The left graph in Figure 2 shows a semantic lattice of the equivalences mentioned
above. The arrows denote the ’coarser than’ relations between two related semantic
equivalences.
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Fig. 2. Lattices for semantic equivalences and non-interference properties

5 Properties Based on Impossible Future Equivalence

In this section, we will present the non-interference properties based on impossible
future equivalence. The reason why we choose impossible future equivalence is that
it has a simpler denotational characterization than should testing equivalence, and it is
coarser than possible future equivalence. The properties based on other equivalences
may be defined and analyzed similarly.

Definition 5.1 (Impossible Future NNI, SNNI, NDC)

(1) p � INNI �� pActH �i f (p
IActH)ActH;
(2) E � ISNNI �� EActH �i f E
ActH;
(3) E � INDC �� �F � �H : EActH �i f (E�F)
ActH.

Proposition 5.2. (1) BNNI � INNI � NNI; (2) BSNNI � ISNNI � SNNI. (3) BNDC �
INDC � NDC.

Proof. Immediately from the fact �wb is finer than �i f , and �i f is finer than �t. �

Definition 5.3. (1) E � SISNNI �� E� � ISNNI for all E� with E �� E�;
(2) E � P-INDC �� for all E� with E �� E�, we have E� � INDC.

Proposition 5.4. SISNNI � INDC � ISNNI.

Proof. To show that SISNNI � INDC, it is enough to prove that if p � SISNNI,
then p
ActH �i f (p�q)
ActH for all q � ProcessH , because p � SISNNI implies
p
ActH �i f pActH . Then, by the distributive law of 
ActH over parallel composi-
tion operator, which will be prove in Proposition 6.3.3, (p�q)
ActH �i f p
ActH �q
ActH.
Then p
ActH �q
ActH �i f p
ActH since p
ActH is an empty process. Finally, we obtain
(p�q)
ActH �i f p
ActH �q
ActH �i f p
ActH.

INDC � ISNNI is trivial from their definitions. �

Proposition 5.5. SISNNI = P-INDC.

The right graph in Figure 2shows a lattice of the non-interference properties mentioned in
the paper. The arrows denote the ’weaker than’ relations between two related properties.
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6 Compositional Format for the SISNNI Property

6.1 Definition of the SISNNI Format

In this section, a compositional format for the SISNNI property will be proposed.
Firstly, we need to define a class of special rules, i.e., patience rules.

Definition 6.1.1 [15,14]. A rule of the form
xi

��� x�i
f (x1� ���� xi� ���� xn)

��� f (x1� ���� x�i � ���� xn)
with 1 � i � n is called a patience rule of the ith argument of f .

Definition 6.1.2 [29]. An argument i � N of an operator f is active if f has a rule in
which xi appears as left-hand side of a premise. A variable x occurring in a term t is
receiving in t if t is the target of a rule in which x is the right-hand side of a premise.
An argument i � N of an operator f is receiving if a variable x is receiving in a term t
that has a subterm f (t1� ���� tn) with x occurring in ti.

Definition 6.1.3 [6]. A de Simone language� is in weak �-failure format if

1) patience rules are the only rules with �-premises, and
2) patience rules for active arguments and receiving arguments are necessary.

Definition 6.1.4. A weak �-failure language� is in SISNNI format if

1) labels in a rule are either all in set ActH ���� or all in set ActL����. It means that a

rule is in the form of
�xi

hi�� x�i �i�I

f (x1� ���� xn)
h�� g(x�1� ���� x�n)

or
�xi

li�� x�i �i�I

f (x1� ���� xn)
l�� g(x�1� ���� x�n)

such

that I � �1� ���� n�, hi and h are all in set ActH � ���, li and l are all in set ActL � ���, and
2) No rules in the form

f (x1� ���� xn)
h�� g(x�1� ���� x�n)

with h � ActH ���� are allowed.

The first clause of Definition 6.1.4 restricts that high level actions and low level
actions should not occur at the same time in a rule, which is a standard restriction of the
CCS language. In CCS, only the parallel composition operator allows the presence of
the two positive premises, and it also needs that the actions of these two premises are

corresponding, i.e., if one is action a then the other is action
�
a.

The second clause of Definition 6.1.4 excludes the high level prefixing operator from
the SISNNI format, which is consistent with the fact that high level prefixing operator
is not compositional on the SISNNI property.

Moreover, the nondeterministic choice operator of CCS and SPA is also not in SISNNI
format. In fact, the nondeterministic choice operator is not invariant under the impossible
future equivalence.

Fortunately, as argued in the ACP [19] language, the prefixing operator may be sub-
stituted with a sequential composition operator. And the nondeterministic choice oper-
ator may be substituted with several operators in CSP [27], including internal choice
and external choice. These operators satisfy the SISNNI format.
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6.2 Ruloids and Ruloid Theorem

Ruloids and the ruloid theorem originated from the works of Bloom [22,23] for the
GSOS format.

For a language � � (�� � ) in the SISNNI format, the ruloids R(C� �), for a context
C(x1� ���� xn) of n holes and an action �, are a set of expressions like the transition rules:

�xi
�i� x�i �i�I

C(x1� ���� xn)
�� D(y1� ���� yn)

(1)

such that D is another context, yi � x�i for i � I and yi � xi for i � I, where
I � �1� 2� ���� n�. These expressions characterize all possible behaviors of the context
C(x1� ���� xn) in the language. Moreover, we define R(C) �

�
��Act�	�
 R(C� �).

It should be noted that the context D does not need to have exactly n holes. In fact,
after leaving out the copying and the lookahead in the de Simone format (the SISNNI
format is a subformat of the de Simone format), the number of the holes of D should
be less than or equivalent to n. But for convenience, in form (1), we still write it as
D(y1� ���� yn).

Furthermore, two properties need to be imposed on R(C� �), we call them soundness
property and completeness property, by a little abusing the terminologies.

Definition 6.2.1. Let � � (�� � ) be a language in the SISNNI format, and C(x1� ���� xn)
be any context of n holes in�. A set R(C� �) of ruloids of form (1) are ruloids of context
C and action �, with � � Act � ���, iff

1) Soundness. Let r � R(C� �) be a ruloid of form (1). If � is a closed � substitu-
tion such that �(xi)

�i� �(x�i) for all i � I, then there must exist a context D such that

�(C(x1� ���� xn))
�� �(D(y1� ���� yn)).

2) Completeness. Let � be any closed � substitution. If �(C(x1� ���� xn))
��, then there

must exist a ruloid r of form (1) in ruloids R(C� �), and �(xi)
�i� for all i � I.

Here, a strategy to obtain the ruloids for some context C of n holes is possible, and
it can be proved that the ruloids obtained by the strategy will satisfy the soundness and
completeness properties of Definition 6.2.1, which forms the ruloid theorem.

As a corollary to the ruloids and the ruloid theorem, we may have the following
proposition which will be used in the next subsection. This proposition states that each
trace of the composite process can be decomposed into traces of its subprocesses.

Proposition 6.2.2. Let � � (�� � ) be a SISNNI language, and C(x1� ���� xn) be any
context of n holes. Suppose that � is any closed � substitution mapping xi into pi. If
� is a trace in � (C(p1� ���� pn)), then, for all 1 � i � n, there should be a trace �i in

� (pi� �) such that, when C(p1� ���� pn)
�

�� C�(p�1� ���� p�n), we have pi
�i
�� p�i .

6.3 The Proof of the Compositional Theorem

To ease to proving of following propositions, an alternative characterization on the im-
possible future equivalence is needed.
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Proposition 6.3.1. Let p� q be two processes. For 1 � i � �, p �i f q iff

1) for any � � � (p) and p� with p
�

�� p�, there exists q� such that q
�

�� q� and
� (q�) � � (p�), and

2) for any � � � (q) and q� with q
�

�� q�, there exists p� such that p
�

�� p� and
� (p�) � � (q�).

The following two propositions say that, in any SISNNI language, operators ActH

and 
ActH are both distributive on any context of n holes.

Proposition 6.3.2. Let � be an SISNNI language, and C be any context of n holes. If
p1� ���� pn are any processes, then C(p1� ���� pn)ActH �i f C(p1ActH � ���� pnActH).

Proof. The only problem may exist when a ruloid like
�xi

hi� x�i �i�I

C�(x1� ���� xn)
��� D(y1� ���� ym)

is applied, where I � �1� ���� n�, �I� � 1 and �i � I : hi � ActH . Therefore, when

C(p1� ���� pn)ActH �� C�(p�1� ���� p�n)ActH
��� C��(p��1 � ���� p��n )ActH, it is possible that

C(p1ActH � ���� pnActH) �� C�(p�1ActH � ���� p�nActH)
��� C�

1(p�11ActH � ���� p�n1ActH)
��� C�

2(p�12ActH � ���� p�n2ActH)
��� ���

���
C�

k(p�1kActH � ���� p�nkActH) � D(p��1 ActH � ���� p��n ActH) occurs in C(p1ActH � ����

pnActH) with k � �I�.
However, observe that all � (C�

m(p�1mActH � ���� p�nmActH)) with 1 � m � k are equiva-
lent. Therefore, each impossible future pair of C(p1ActH � ���� pnActH) has correspond-
ing impossible future pair of C(p1� ���� pn)ActH , and vice versa. �

Proposition 6.3.3. If p1� ���� pn are any processes satisfying the SISNNI property, then
C(p1� ���� pn)
ActH �i f C(p1
ActH� ���� pn
ActH).

Theorem 6.3.4 [6]. Weak �-failure format is a congruence format for the impossible
future equivalence.

Theorem 6.3.5. SISNNI format is a compositional format for the SISNNI property.

Proof. It is enough to prove that C(p1� ���� pn)ActH �i f C(p1� ���� pn)
ActH if
piActH �i f pi
ActH for all 1 � i � n. By Proposition 6.3.2, C(p1� ���� pn)ActH �i f

C(p1ActH � ���� pnActH). By Proposition 6.3.3, C(p1� ���� pn)
ActH �i f C(p1
ActH� ����

pn
ActH). Now, C(p1ActH � ���� pnActH) �i f C(p1
ActH� ���� pn
ActH) can be guaran-
teed by Theorem 6.3.4 and piActH �i f pi
ActH . Finally, we will obtain the conclusion
by the transitivity of the impossible future equivalence, because it is an equivalence
relation. �

7 Conclusions

We have observed in the paper that, for characterizing the non-interference-like infor-
mation flow properties, the weak bisimulation may not be the only suitable semantic
equivalence, and even may falsely deem some systems insecure though they are actu-
ally secure. Then, we present several alternative semantic equivalences and argue that
they can play the same role with the weak bisimulation in verifying whether a system
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holds some information flow security. Moreover, they will not lead to the faults caused
by the weak bisimulation, or at least make less faults than weak bisimulation does.

As the second topic, we propose a rule format to guarantee the compositionality of
the SISNNI property, which is an impossible future equivalence based non-interference
property. This rule format make little modifications on the congruence format for the im-
possible future equivalence proposed by the authors. If a language is in this format, then
impossible future equivalence is a congruence and SISNNI property is compositional.
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